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 Buttons) I want a version for a Windsor 700 panel (2 Relay/7 .Buttons) Please ask me for the model number and where to buy
it? Novice here. For some reason, my control panel got stuck on the power icon. Couldn't go into MyCom or update settings.

The guard button was set to off and I still couldn't go into MyCom. I had to use the master reset button (7 buttons) and the guard
button in the panel has come back on now. What could have caused this? It seems like it could be a bad contact. i just ordered

new 4 gang 7 button switch from switcharooms.com. I have two and the switches are fine. When i put the wires that are going to
the power button in the slot for power and ground they are coming out clean. But when i put the wires to the actual buttons on

the board for relay #1-4 on pin 7 & 8 they are not coming out clean and have a little wire contact. All the wires i have have
already been pushed through hole for the relay and they come out clean. Any idea why this is happening? hi, i have a 6 gang

panel with panelmaster-sc, its a phoenix panel, my issue is i cant seem to get the relay to work for the brake, and if i change it
the lights will not work. i have tried alot of different relays to make sure it is the switch and the panel. Hi everyone! I have to

replace the panel with new one. The old one is Philips 9007(supposedly 5 gang but I have 7) and I bought a Philips Model 70001
with 7 Relays and 14 .Buttons. This panel is suppose to be compatible. (I am a newbie) Can I just install it without any changes?
I don't see a "model" number on the panel. Is this switch compatible with Guardstation? Is there any setting that I have to do to

make it work? Have not switched over yet. If I do have to switch over I will have to ask someone to do it for me. Are you
wanting to replace the panel with this one? When you connect the panel to your Guard, does the green light come on on the
panel master section? OK, so I have a Crapence Solaris 8000 and have done everything needed to get the panel 520fdb1ae7
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